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Please note that depending on the settings you choose, the full functionality of the website may no
longer be available. These cookies don’t collect information that identifies a visitor. All information
these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. It is only used to improve how a
website works. They are usually placed by advertising networks with the website operator’s
permission. They remember that you have visited a website and this information is shared with other
organisations such as advertisers. Unfortunately we do not have control over these cookies, in this
case you should refer to the list of cookies on this page which provides further details. Introducing
Serie 2. Introducing Serie 2. With highlights including ActiveWater to reduce water use, ExtraDry
mode, and Glass 40 mode to gently wash delicate glasses Bosch Serie 2 Dishwashers provide an
even better experience than the Classixx range they’ve replaced. From new drawers to float
switches and pumps, we’ve got the spares you need. Click here to download an instruction or
operation manual for your Classixx Dishwasher. Click here to book a Boschapproved engineer.
Registration number 01844007 England and Wales VAT registered number GB108311845 Can you
help us answering this brief survey. It will not take you more than a minute. Thank you. They contain
important information on how to install, use and maintain the appliance.To do this, disconnect the
appliance from the power supply. Tap water above a specific degree of water hardness must be
softened, i.e. descaled, for use in a dishwasher. Refill with rinse aid. The rinse aid is required for
stainfree utensils and clear glasses. Use only rinse aid for domestic dishwashers. The more powerful
spray jet provides a better dishwashing result. Other examples, such as the best way of loading your
dishwasher, can be found on our homepage as a free
download.http://petra-electronics.com/gctcms/fckeditor/userfiles/canon-ae-i-manual.xml

bosch slimline dishwasher classixx manual, bosch classixx slimline dishwasher
manual pdf, bosch classixx sps40c12gb slimline dishwasher manual, bosch classixx
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bosch slimline dishwasher classixx manual instructions, bosch slimline dishwasher
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The corresponding Internet address can be found on the back page of these instructions for use. The
dosage can be individually adjusted with powder or a liquid detergent according to the degree of
soiling. Tablets contain an adequately large amount of active ingredients for all cleaning tasks.
Suitable detergents and care products can be purchased online via our website or via customer
service see back page. Combination detergent Apart from conventional detergents Solo, a number of
products are offered with additional functions. The corresponding programmes for your appliance
can be found on the fascia. Type of utensils Type of soiling very adhesive burnedin or driedon pots
and pans, food remnants nonsensitive containing starch. These foreign objects may occasionally
block the filters.This ensures that the appliance is quickly available for use again. The following
overview will help you locating the causes and gives helpful advise to eliminate them. Contact details
can be found on the back cover of this instruction manual or in the enclosed customer service list.Do
not cut through this hose, do not immerse the plastic housing in water. Please dispose of the
individual parts separated according to type. Please ask your dealer or inquire at your local
authority about current means of disposal. With Boschs instruction manuals. Simply enter the ENR
model type number from your appliance and well take you to the available publications. Just use the
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type plate finder to get assistance. Just click on the link below to get assistance. Your registration
with MyBosch comes with a whole range of offers committed to make your Bosch experience even
better, such as exclusive offers and infotainment. You need these for product registration and
booking your repair service. Hold times are long. Even reliable brands like Bosch are susceptible to
longterm wear and tear or an unforeseen part failure. Sometimes the problem is
obvious.http://www.pradeepgyawali.com.np/userfiles/canon-ae1-manual-espa-ol.xml

A wornout seal, for example, will leave a puddle on your kitchen floor. But other Bosch dishwasher
problems arent so obvious. Two of the most common are a soap dispenser failure and the dishwasher
not filling. Need help finding your model number. Most Common Problems Your Bosch Exxcel or
Classixx dishwasher features an electronic diagnostic system for troubleshooting various
malfunctions. Sometimes, however, those error codes can be confusing. Have a look at our list of
symptoms, then enter your model number in the search field. Well offer you a range of possible
causes and help you find the right one. Youll end up with the right replacement part to solve the
problem and the confidence to do the repair yourself. Dishwasher not cleaning 11 possible causes
and potential solutions View solutions Featured Video Video 0220 144,798 241 Dishwasher not
draining 10 possible causes and potential solutions View solutions Featured Video Video 0259
523,420 961 Dishwasher buttons not working 3 possible causes and potential solutions View
solutions No Video Available Dishwasher lights flashing or blinking 6 possible causes and potential
solutions View solutions No Video Available Dishwasher leaking 6 possible causes and potential
solutions View solutions Featured Video Video 0215 514,803 1,225 Dishwasher leaking from motor
area 6 possible causes and potential solutions View solutions No Video Available VIEW ALL The
Right Parts for the Job We carry more than 4 million parts from over 175 major brands, so chances
are, weve got the part you need. Join Repair Clinics VIP email list for 10% off, plus other discounts
and tips. Weve got millions of parts, hundreds of brands, and thousands of stepbystep videos—
everything you need to find it, fix it and finish the job right. The underthecounter design allows the
dishwashers to blend seamlessly into your kitchen, often beside the sink. The appliances offer
several options, such as a delayed start, delicate wash and quick wash.

The dishwasher controls are located either on the front of the door, or inside of the top of the door,
depending on model, however all models operate in the same manner. Prerinse any stuckon food or
tough stains. Close the dishwasher door, ensuring that you hear a click when you are ready to begin
the wash cycle. If your dishwasher controls are located on the top of the door, close the door after
you have entered all of your settings. After the cycle has completed, the dishwasher will
automatically turn off. He has written for the Consumer Search website and the U.S. Attorneys
Office for the Middle District of Florida. Todd has a Bachelor of Science in criminal justice from the
University of Central Florida. Show Comments. It will get your dishes, pots and pans sparkling clean
again.Softsound, softtouch technology, with flexible loading space, takes care of your washingup —
large items included.This Classixx semi integrated dishwasher has a generous 12 place setting
capacity, making it ideal for a busy home.Powered by WordPress.org, Opravy rucniho naradi
Smecno. With the dishwasher powered off remove the bottom dish rack to give yourself better
access to the basin of the dishwasher. It’s not the most pleasant job if the tub is still full of dirty
water, but the filter tube should still be easily visible and can be removed with an anticlockwise
twist. If it is indeed the culprit then simply removed the debris and give the filter a good wash and
rinse. If your Bosch dishwasher is still not draining then you’ll need to continue downwards into the
basin and towards the drain pump. At this point you’re going to need to remove as much water as
possible from the dishwasher to allow you to examine the drain pump. A wet dry vacuum is the ideal
tool for this job but if you haven’t got one to hand then you’ll have to make do with scooping out as
much as you can then and using kitchen towels to soak up the remaining water sitting down in the
sump.
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Once you’ve shifted the water it’s time to remove the drain pump cover, which on most Bosch
dishwashers will be secured with a single screw. Remove that using a screwdriver and then take off
the cover by gripping the tab on the left and lifting it up and towards you. On top of the pump are
impeller blades which are used to force the water out of the basin and into the pump. Just like you
did with the filter, check for and bits of food debris which could be preventing the water from
draining. Replace the drain pump cover, then the drainage mesh, then the filter, and finally the
lower dish rack. Now run your dishwasher on it’s shortest cycle to check if you’ve managed to fix the
problem. Check the dishwasher waste pipe for obstructions. It’s unlikely any large pieces of food
debris have found there way through both the filter and the drain pump, but grease and fat can get
through whilst hot and then turn solid as they cool down. Try squeezing the waste pipe along it’s
length to break it up, then run on the dishwasher on it’s hottest cycle to shift any remnants.
Fortunately they are not very expensive although you might want to consider paying for a
professional to do the job if you aren’t confident doing repair work yourself. It could be something
simple, especially if you just installed it. Make sure the power cord is connected properly and a
circuit breaker did not trip. After that, if its water line was not flushed before installation, it might
have air bubbles inside that keeps the water from flowing through the hose with the right amount of
pressure. Disconnect the water supply line from the dishwasher and flush 2 gallons of water through
it before reinstalling the hose. If that fails, troubleshoot your Bosch dishwasher filling problem by
process of elimination. Cycle Interruption A Bosch dishwasher dues not fill with water if the previous
cycle was interrupted.

If it was turned off for any reason and mistakenly left off, the dishwasher cannot fill with water, even
though the unit comes on. Look for a kink in the water supply line. If you find one, shut off the water
valve, and remove the hose and kinks. Reattach the water supply hose and turn on the valve. Hose
Filter Most Bosch dishwashers contain a small filter inside the hose end to prevent sediment from
your water supply getting inside the dishwasher. With the water supply hose disconnected, remove
the filter from inside the hose, clean it thoroughly to remove any iron buildup or sediment, and
replace. Reinstall the hose line and reopen the water supply valve. Water Pressure Verify you have
enough water pressure to run the dishwasher. Grab a 1 gallon container and turn the faucet on to fill
it. If you have enough water pressure to run the dishwasher, the container should fill up within 30
seconds. If it takes longer to fill a gallon container, you might not have enough pressure in your
water delivery system to effectively use the dishwasher. Pooling Water The dishwasher does not fill
for a new cycle when it has not drained from the last. If you open your dishwasher to find a pool of
water inside, locate the largeobject trap in the center bottom of the dishwasher. Remove the bottom
tray to access the largeobject trap. Turn the top of the largeobject trap counterclockwise onequarter
turn and lift it out. Thoroughly clean its mesh filter. Remove any large objects such as toothpicks,
bones, broken glass or food debris from the filter area. Clean the large mesh screen that surrounds
the largeobject trap before reinstalling everything in reverse of removal. Close the door to see if the
dishwasher drains. If it does, you are free to start the next cycle. Water Inlet Valve Inside the bottom
front of the dishwasher behind the kick panel, there is a water inlet valve that operates via
electricity.

Remove the Bosch power cord from the outlet or shut off power to the unit at the circuit breaker.
Remove the kick panel by unscrewing the two screws on either side. Detach the screws that hold the
front door panel in place from inside the dishwasher; pull the door panel down and set it aside. Close
the door to access the water inlet valve. The water inlet valve has two wires that connect it to the
circuitry of the unit. Check to ensure they are firmly attached. Also examine the valve for damage or
leaks. If it is damaged, buy the part using the right model number for your dishwasher and replace
it; otherwise, contact an appliance repair technician to do it for you. References Bosch Home
Appliances FAQs Dishwasher Is Not Filling With Water Sears Parts Direct Bosch Dishwasher
Manuals and Guides About the Author As a native Californian, artist, journalist and published
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